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Skills to
Teach

General
Education
Supports and
Strategies for
Students on the
Autism Spectrum
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Task Demands
Structure and Visual/
Tactile Supports
Reinforcement

The
Ziggurat
Model

Sensory Differences
and Biological Needs
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Ziggurat n:

(zig·gu·rat) from Assyrian ziqquratu, height, pinnacle

1. a temple having the form of a terraced
pyramid of successively receding stories,
erected by the ancient Assyrians and
Babylonians
2. a framework for designing
comprehensive interventions for
individuals with autism spectrum
disorder
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Is the Behavior Related to Autism?
(AKA: Is this behavior or is this autism?)
When in doubt, it is best to
respond to a behavioral difficulty
as if it is related to the
underlying characteristics of
ASD.

Aspy, Grossman, Myles, & Henry (2016). FBA to Z
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Five versions of the UCC:

The UCC/ISSI Areas

The UCC-HF (high-functioning) - Ages 6 years through adulthood with characteristics or
diagnosis of ASD with average or above-average cognitive skills

■ Social
■ Restricted Patterns of Behavior, Interests, and Activities

The UCC-CL (classic) - Ages 6 years through adulthood with characteristics or diagnosis
of ASD with average or below-average cognitive skills

■ Communication
■ Sensory Differences

The UCC-EI (Early Intervention) - Ages 3 months through 72 months with characteristics
or diagnosis of ASD

■ Cognitive Differences
■ Motor Differences

The UCC-Self-Report-Adolescent (UCC-SR-ADOL) - Ages 12 through 18 years with
characteristics or diagnosis of ASD and average or above average cognitive skills

■ Emotional Vulnerability
■ Known Medical or other Biological Factors

The UCC-Self-Report-Adult (UCC-SR-Adult) - Ages 18+ years with characteristics or
diagnosis of ASD and average or above-average cognitive skills
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Characteristics
§ Social
§ Communication
§ Repetitive Patterns
§
§
§
§
§
§

Associated Features
Sensory
Motor
Cognitive
Emotional Vulnerability
Medical and Biological Factors
Strengths and Skills

Dan: Intervention Ziggurat: Five Questions

Interventions

Skills
What
does he
needTeach
to know?
to

Skills to Teach

Is he in over his head?
Task Demands
What obstacles
need to be removed?

Task Demands
Structure and Visual
/Tactile Supports

Structure
Is his world predictable?
and Visual/
What does he
need to SEE?
Tactile
Supports

Reinforcement
Sensory Differences and Biological
Needs

Are positives
for progress in place?
Reinforcement
Is he Sensory
anxious orDifferences
uncomfortable?
Biological
Needs
Isand
his body
dysregulated?
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Sensory Differences
and Biological Needs

“The last thing
one knows in
constructing a
work is what to
put first.”

■ Monitor and address

environmental stressors:
■ Sound, light, personal
space, textures,
interoception
■ Movement needs

Blaise Pascal
■

Sensory Differences and Biological Needs
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Address sensory
overload or need for
increased input - Provide
a sensory diet

■ Monitor and address:
■
■

■

■
■

■

Appetite/hunger
Arousal/activity
level (e.g., fatigue,
hyper)
Posture and
movement
Medical needs
Stressors

Catatonia

12
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Sensory Issues

“During sensory regulation the
system is balanced or
regulated by providing either
targeted sensory input or
intentional sensory guarding
from input that is aimed at
providing the specific balance
needed at that time to
regulate the sensory system.
It is hard work to keep the
sensory system regulated, but
is a requirement to access
learning in a school
environment, function
optimally each day and to
realize meaningful life
outcomes” Endow 2019

Sensory Regulation
Judy Endow – Educational Consultant and
Adult on the Spectrum
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■ Smell
■ Taste
■ Touch
■ Visual Input
■ Auditory
■ Vestibular (balance)
■ Proprioception
(body awareness)
■ Interoception (awareness of
body states)
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Kelly Mahler
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Interoception:
The Eighth Sensory System
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
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DSM-5 ASD Specifiers
2013

Self-Regulation
Self-Awareness
Flexibility of Thought
Problem Solving
Social Understanding
Intuition
Perspective-taking

1. With or without intellectual impairment
2. With or without language impairment
3. Associated with known medical or genetic
condition
4. Associated with another neurodevelopmental,
mental, or behavioral disorder
5. With catatonia
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DSM-5 Catatonia Associated with Another
Mental Disorder (Catatonia Specifier)

Prevalence in ASD
of adolescents
12
to adults
18 Percent
and
with
ASD have
catatonia

8. Stereotypy

2. Catalepsy

9. Agitation, not
influenced by
external stimuli

3. Waxy flexibility
4. Mutism

10. Grimacing

5. Negativism

11. Echolalia

6. Posturing
7. Mannerism

(Wing and Shah, 2000, Billstedt et al., 2005, and Ghaziuddin et al, 2012)
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1. Stupor

12. Echopraxia
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Departure
from baseline

Excitability
Immobility
(e.g.,
(e.g., stupor,
agitation,
catalepsy)
hyperactivity,
“aggression”)

Time

ØBetween 10 and 19 years
ØOften gradual

Symptoms of catatonia manifest in two ways
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ØSpeech
ØRituals
ØEating Habits
ØRepetitive movement
ØStaring
ØSkills Regression
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Dan: Intervention Ziggurat

Sensory Diet
Follow the individualized sensory strategy
schedule developed by the occupational
therapist.

Sensory Differences and Biological Needs
©
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R u th A s p y , P h .D ., B a rry G . G ro s s m a n , P h .D .
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Sensory Intervention

“If you do not
have good
reinforcers and
are not
working to
establish
them, you
might as well
just go home.”

Allow Dan to listen to
headphones while working or in
high-stress situations. Music is
calming for him and headphones
can help block out excess or
extreme auditory input which
can be disorganizing and
distracting.
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Leaf & McEachin

Reinforcement
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Reinforcement Reminders
Reinforcement increases the
likelihood of a behavior

Reinforcement
Stinginess
Disorder
(RSD)

“The way positive reinforcement
is carried out is more important
than the amount”

- Adult Onset

(A) Qualitative impairment in
reinforcement delivery behaviors,
as manifested by at least two of
the following:

Ø
Ø

marked impairment in the use of
praise and positive feedback in
response to demonstrations of
new skills
failure to reinforce behaviors that
were prompted or modeled

-B.F. Skinner
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Ø

Ø a lack of spontaneous seeking to
Reinforcement
Stinginess
Disorder
(RSD)
– Adult Onset

29

encourage the achievements of
others (e.g., by a lack of giving, or
delivering a reinforcer following a
goal behavior)
Ø delay in, or total lack of, the
development of compassion for those
who are reinforced by non-traditional
reinforcers or who achieve skills at a
rate different from their typically
developing peers

Reinforcement
Stinginess
Disorder
(RSD)
– Adult Onset

Ø

Ø

in individuals with adequate
speech, marked impairment in the
ability to distinguish “fair” from
“equal”
stereotyped and repetitive use of
ineffective strategies such as
delivering punishment in order to
change behaviors related to a
neurological disorder
lack of varied, spontaneous
approaches to maintaining
meaningful reinforcers for all
learners

30
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Dan: Intervention Ziggurat

Reinforcement
Stinginess
Disorder
(RSD)
– Adult Onset

(B) Onset post 21 years of age
(C) The disturbance is not better
accounted for by lack of common
sense or the belief that you can
“punish the autism” out of
someone.

Reinforcement

©
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R u th A s p y , P h .D ., B a rry G . G ro s s m a n , P h .D .
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Reinforce Skills/Behaviors

Dan: Reinforcer Menu

Dan requires reinforcement in order to learn new skills and to
maintain behaviors.

Menu
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
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“And it is best if you know a
good thing is going to
happen, like an eclipse or
getting a microscope… And
it’s bad if you know a bad
thing is going to happen like
having a filling or going to
France. But I think it is
worst if you don’t know
whether it is a good thing or
bad thing which is going to
happen.”

“I like everything still.
It gives you a full
feeling. It gives you a
full attention. With
something quick, you
don’t get the full idea of
it. With something
still, you take a look at
it and you get to know
the whole look and
feeling”

From : The Curious Incident of
the Dog in the Night Tim e,
Mark Haddon, 2003

-Warden from Rage for Order (BBC)

Structure and Visual/Tactile Supports
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Structure and Visual/Tactile Supports
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Trying to explain

Cartooning

“I'm trying to explain
something that can't be
explained. Help me
out.”

Combines words with simple drawings in order to
explain a simple concept
■ Suspends the action in time by transforming a memory
or future scenario into a concrete visual
■ Provides time to discuss, predict, modify outcomes
that you cannot do in real-time
■ Great teaching tool for social communication,
emotions, and much more!
■

Bob Dylan
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Dan: Intervention Ziggurat

Visual Strategies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual Schedules
Visual Schedules
Visual Schedules
Visual Schedules
Visual Schedules
Visual Schedules
Visual Schedules

Structure &
Visual/Tactile Supports

©
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R u th A s p y , P h .D ., B a rry G . G ro s s m a n , P h .D .
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Individualized Daily Schedule
“We don’t fix
things that aren’t
broken, we
remove obstacles
for kids with
infinite potential”

Substitute

May Include:

Eric Blackwell

§ Changes in routine
§ Social skill reminders (e.g, greetings, boundaries)
§ Reminders (e.g., bring library book)
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Task Demands

42
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Task Demands

Task
Demands

ØObstacle
Removal
ØMeeting
Halfway

NO “sink or swim”

“I’m in the obstacle
removal business”
Eric Blackwell
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Level of Demand

Task Demands

Easy
(independent skillswith or without
modification and
structural supports)

Task Demands

Challenging/Emerging
(possible with assistance)
Too demanding
Zone of Proximal
Development

Ability

Demands

© Ruth Aspy, Ph.D., Barry G. Grossman, Ph.D.
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Task Demands and
Skills to Teach
ills
Sk

Su
pp
ort
s

Too Demanding

Ability

Demands

Ability

Demands

Task
Demands
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Skills to Teach

48
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Examples of Task Demand
Interventions
Calculator
iPad (calendar, word
processing)
■ Use coping cards
■ Train peer buddies
■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Quiet, safe place
Shortened assignments
Oral response
Scan/email homework
Walk-through
Teach routines (schemas)
Teacher liaison
Video review/overview

Priming
Provide narration
■ Provide high interest
■ Allow for breaks
activities to encourage
■ Prepare for change
social interaction
■ Minimize transitions
■
■

Layers of Demands
49
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Dan: Intervention Ziggurat

Task Demands

©

Remove
Obstacle

Designate a safe, quiet place for Dan. Provide a visual card for him to
use to request to go. Model and practice requesting & reinforce.

Remove
Obstacle

Allow Dan to use headphones in class to address aversion to sound.

Remove
Obstacle

Implement sensory strategies throughout the day.

Remove
Obstacle

Use visual supports to help Dan to problem solve.

Task Demands

R u t h A s p y , P h .D ., B a rry G . G ro s s m a n , P h .D .
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The Seemingly Obvious
Ø

Ø

Skills for further
education,
employment,
and
independent
living

■ What is it about the situation that comes

naturally to everyone else but is missing
for this person? Why is it that others do
not show the same behavior?

■ What is it that has not occurred to me to

teach?

The “seemingly
obvious”

That is the seemingly obvious. That is
the thing to teach.

Skills to Teach
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Put in the Time

10,000 hours

Deliberate practice

Skills to Teach

C hess

champions, ballet,
surgeons – “In fact, I don’t
know of any cases where
somebody is actually able to
perform at a very high level
without a very long period of
teacher-led training.”
Ericsson

“10,000 sloppy hours without feedback does not lead to expertise”
Ericsson

Skills to Teach
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• Regularly scheduled
instruction and practice
• Intense, but not always
YOU ALWAYS
rote
HAVE
TIME
• Sessions
mayFOR
be
short
THE
THINGS
• Increase time, as
YOU PUT
needed

FIRST.

Structure - AT LEAST
ONE HOUR PER DAY

Put in the Time – Build in to
Schedule
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Social Communication

Do we put in the time for
autistic children and
adolescents beyond
academics?

58

Percent of Engagement Time for
Preschool Students During One Hour of
Play Time

Social Participation of Young Adults on the Spectrum
NOT INVITED TO SO CIAL ACTIVITIES W ITH FRIENDS

10 0

54

NEVER SAW FRIENDS

NEVER TALKED W ITH FRIENDS O N PHO NE

Non-interactive
Non
Interactive

80

69

60

65

Social Play
NO VO LUNTEER O R CO M M UNITY SERVICE

48

NEVER TO O K LESSO NS O R CLASSES O UTSIDE O F SCHO O L

40

39

NO PARTICIPATIO N IN CO M M UNITY ACTIVITIES O UTSIDE O F

20
48
Percent

SCHO O L
0

20

40

Social Play

0
60

80

NT Stu de nt

10 0

Auti sti c Stu de nt
So ci al Pl ay

Non -Inte racti ve

Roux et al., 2015
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Conversation Ability & Outcomes

61
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Further Education

63

Employment

Independent Living

64

Dan: Intervention Ziggurat

Outcomes

Skills to Teach

¡ What is the significance of these

outcomes?

¡ Are we providing the necessary

“very long period of teacher-led
training” in conversation and
other social skills?

Further Education

Employment

Independent Living
©
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Teach

Teach Dan to identify situations that are likely to lead to anxiety

Teach

Teach Dan skills for identifying the strength of feelings

Teach

Teach emotion regulation strategies for each level of intensity

Teach

Teach Dan to to identify and correct inaccurate and unhealthy
thoughts and beliefs that lead to strong emotions

Create a five point
scale to illustrate
levels of distress and
category of emotion
(mad, sad,
embarrassed).
Identify coping skills
for each level

Skills to Teach
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The picture can't be displayed.

Ruth Aspy, Ph.D.
aspy@texasautism.com

Barry G. Grossman, Ph.D.
grossman@texasautism.com

www.texasautism.com
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